
 

 

KAMBO (Phyllomedusa Bicolor)  

  

 

FACILITATORS: FERNANDO, NAYELY, YOGESH & ATLANTIS  

                            DARSHANA + THE WHITE LIGHT COLLECTIVE 

CEREMONY DURATION TIME: 1-2 HOURS PER PATIENT   

If you are receiving this document, it’s because you have been on the path to self-exploration. 

Whether it’s through meditation, ceremonial medicinal work, or through your various disciplinary 

methods. This, if you have not yet embraced the cleansing and healing benefits of the amazon frog 

KAMBO MEDICINE, now is your chance to do so with healing arts collective DARSHANA + THE 

WHITE LIGHT COLLECTIVE. 

 

 



 

 

 

ABOUT KAMBO 

The kambó is a natural and very effective therapy, which has been used for thousands of years by 

the tropical rainforest tribes of the western north, including Peru, Brazil and Colombia. The natives 

rubbed the frog's back through the body to strengthen themselves and thus be able to hunt avoiding 

being affected by bugs and snakes. On the other hand, they used it to promote health, strength, well-

being and also to eliminate 'panema' or bad luck.  

According to what is known, the Kambó has been used in up to 53 tribes of the Amazon, but today 

there are only a few who use it, such as: the Matsés, Yawanawá, Katukina and Apurina. The Kambó 

is also referred to as Kampu, Campu, Chambó, Toad Vacino da Floresta or "Giant Monkey Frog".  

The remedy is the secretion (in the form of cream) that produces, as a defense system, this tree frog 

scientifically known as: Phyllomedusa Bicolor. This secretion is extracted from his back, without 

causing any damage to this beautiful frog. This amphibian has no natural predators, so the idea that 

when applied kambó would absorb energy the fear and stress of the frog would not make sense. The 

frog, after sharing this secretion with the healers, is returned again to its daily life in the natural 

environment (between branches and vines of ayahuasca).  

The Kambó collected is applied under the first layer of the skin, after making small superficial burns, 

which are made millimetrically with a very thin stick, to quickly act and circulate throughout the body. 

The kambó immediately flows through the lymphatic system generating the activation of all the 

systems of the body, and at the same time, a strong purge and total cleaning that lasts approximately 

15 minutes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PROPERTIES AND BENEFITS 

 

 
 

 
The properties of Kambó peptides cover a wide range of possible medical uses in the treatment of 

brain diseases such as Alzheimer's, parkinson's, paralysis, depression, migraines, blood circulation 

problems, vascular insufficiency, organ diseases, problems of skin and eyes, fertility problems in 

women and men, AIDS, hepatitis and cancer.  

Other interesting medical features of this secretion are its anti-inflammatory effects, its ability to 

destroy microbes and viruses, and to heal infections. Due to the presence of these peptides, Kambo 

is one of the strongest natural antibiotics and anesthetics found in the world and one of the strongest 

natural means, in addition to strongly awakening and boosting our immune system.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

In summary, Kambó is beneficial for various conditions: People with low immune system, pain and 

inflammation in general, tendinitis, headache, asthma, bronchitis, rhinitis, influenza, allergies, 

gastritis, ulcer, diabetes, digestive system disorders , blood pressure problems, circulatory problems, 

fluid retention, cholesterol, heart disease, hepatitis, cirrhosis, malaria (acute and post malaria), 

epilepsy, infertility, impotence, reduced libido, depression and its consequences, anxiety, insomnia, 

irritation, insecurity, nervousness, fears, imbalances caused by stress, fatigue, physical and mental 

exhaustion, chemical dependencies (drugs and medications), smoking, among other ailments.  

Kambó treatments have short and long term effects. In the short term, the effects are a state of 

alertness, good mood, greater physical resistance, serenity, lucidity, lightness, intuition, ability to 

focus and concentrate more easily, and a mental calm that can last several days or weeks. In the 

long term, Kambó strengthens the immune system, overcomes fatigue and visibly improves the state 

of physical, psycho-emotional and energy / spiritual healthong term, Kambó strengthens the immune 

system, overcomes fatigue and visibly improves the state spiritual health 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

GUIDELINES AND PREPARATION. 
 

  

 

- Every person taking this medicine will have to be on a total NO FOOD fasting for a 

minimum of 10 hours before taking the medicine.   

- Each participant will have to bring 4 LTS of water to the ceremony. (2 of them will have to 

be drinked 20 minutes before taking the medicine)  

- Please bring: One medium bucket for the cleansing purge, one toilet paper, and 

comfortable clothes.  

Important notes: If taking any kind of prescription medicine, want to treat something in particular     

please inform the facilitator, we are here to help, we don’t judge. 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ABOUT US  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Fernando & Nayely are Mexican shamans/facilitators (DARHSANA), 

They have travelled around the world to meet and share the 

medicine with the most important leaders of the sacred tribes in 

Mexico, USA,  Colombia, Peru and Brasil. They have received 

blessings and instructions on 

how sacred medicines should be 

given to each patient, they 

practice with the  medicines 

Bufo Alvarius (the toad 

medicine), Ayahuasca, Kambo, 

and Xanga. Fernando and Nayely use the techniques gived to 

them to help brothers and siters overcoming  traumas, 

addictions and mental disorders or self-destructive behaviours.    

 
 

Yogesh & Atlantis are here to spread love and light 

for the healing of our cosmic family. Walking with 

our brothers and sisters home with humble 

confirdence. Singing to the supreme 

consciousness, chanting mantras and sacred 

ancestral hems. Yogesh and atlantis hold space and 

work with energies necessary for the awakening of 

the heart and transmigration of the spirit during 

rthe ceremonial processes. 

 

The medicine they all carry comes straight from 

the Amazon Jungle and the Sonora desert and it is 

100% pure, with an ethical gathering of the medicine, by members of the tribes, meaning no harm 

to the plants or the animals that carry the medicine. (All of this sacred medicine are 100% natural 

and no industrial process or manipulation altering the natural state are done).  

“When one heals, we all heal” Fernando Barba 

Haaxa Tiipe Yozz 

 

Any doubt please refer to Fernando, Nayely, Yogesh or Atlantis with a Direct Message through: 

INSTAGRAM     @fernandobarba      @nayeliriv @thewhitelightcollective @shakti.kali.tattoo 

 

 



 

 

 

SOME GROUP RETREATS & CEREMONIES  

 

 

ENSENADA, BAJA CALIFORNIA (MÉXICO) 

 

 
 

WISCONSIN, (USA) 



 

 

 

 

OREGON (USA)  

 

LOS ANGELES, (USA) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

TULUM, (MÉXICO) 

 

ALTADENA, (USA) 


